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April 3, 2023

Website Project Hub: dornsife.usc.edu/website-project

Contact: webproject@dornsife.usc.edu

Report Technical Bugs

USC Dornsife website project team members,

We need your help!

Our new WordPress content management system (CMS) for the redesigned USC 
Dornsife website has reached an important stage. We need to document any 
technical problems that you have encountered while using WordPress to build 
your sites and share them with our website developer so that they can be fixed before 
launch. 

If you have encountered any technical problems while using the new WordPress CMS, 
we ask you to please document each technical problem and submit them using the link 
below.

What to report:
Problems with components, images, navigation, page types, embed codes or 
any other technical issue that you have encountered while using the new 
WordPress CMS
Missing functionality on the site. We cannot promise all requests will be 
incorporated but we welcome your suggestions. 

Be prepared to share as much detail as you can including:
The name of the component, page type, etc.
The browser name and version used when you encountered the problem
If you use a PC or Mac to access WordPress
Screenshot/s showing the problem

Please submit your bug reports by April 12. 

http://www.usc.edu/
http://dornsife.usc.edu/website-project
http://dornsife.usc.edu/website-project
mailto:webproject@dornsife.usc.edu


We greatly appreciate your help with this important step in the development of our new 
website.

Submit a Bug Report

If you have any questions, please email webproject@dornsife.usc.edu.

University Park Campus | Los Angeles, CA 90089 US
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